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Performance and Entrepreneurial Orientation in SMEs: the Case
of Abu Dhabi

Abstract
The paper explores Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) in SMEs in the Middle Eastern state of
Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates. We hypothesize that emerging market context and
unique UAE business structures will impact the expression and effects of the five dimensions of
EO. Using OLS and GMM techniques, our study shows that innovation, risk taking, proactiveness and competitive aggressiveness do not correlate positively with performance, but autonomy
does. By studying EO in a unique region and amongst SMEs we contribute to the implementation and development of theory in alternative business contexts. We suggest the EO dimensions
co-depend, with autonomy a capstone dimension in SMEs upon which the others rely. At a
local level, we suggest policy might take steps to encourage autonomy by reducing ownership
restrictions, and improve the institutional environment to facilitate risk-taking and, in turn, the
other EO dimensions.
Keywords: Performance evaluation; entrepreneurial orientation; SMEs; emerging economy;
Abu Dhabi, business structures

1. Introduction
The last half century has seen some Middle Eastern economies emerge as the richest in the
world as a consequence of the discovery and extraction of oil. This primary industry has a finite
lifespan though, and governments of countries in the region are keen to encourage and promote
other sources of economic development (Cetindamar et al., 2012; Valliere & Peterson, 2009). One
of these countries is the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and there has been much effort to develop
alternative economic underpinnings there. According to Schiliro et al. (2013) and Duncan (2012),
there are 200,000 small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the UAE, representing 95 per
cent of the business population. In the capital, Abu Dhabi, government data shows that SMEs
contribute 60 per cent of GDP and 84 per cent of employment (SCAD, 2016), and there is much
ambition to support SME activity as a means by which to diversify the economy. The goal asserted
by the Competitiveness Office is to become “a sustainable, diversified, high-value added economy
that encourages enterprises and entrepreneurship” (COAD, 2016, p. 3). One of the means by which
this might be supported is by encouraging entrepreneurial strategies in existing organizations.
Fayolle et al. (2016) and Gartner (2004) note that entrepreneurship varies by environment by social and structural conditions - and can only be understood in context (also Berglund et al.,
2016). With this in mind, as a Middle Eastern country, the UAE is a particularly interesting
context in which to study entrepreneurship because of its structural and organizational divergence
from other regions. Petinently, there are specific structural conditions for business, and SMEs in
particular, that vary somewhat from other regions and this may have an effect on the ability of
them to adopt and operationalize entrepreneurial strategies.
There are few studies to date on entrepreneurship in the Middle East and in the UAE specifically. Other than Farzanegan (2014) in which UAE is included in a study of entrepreneurship in
oil-rich countries, and Sokari et al. (2013) on rates of business start-up, there is little research on entrepreneurial strategies in UAE. Similarly, there are few studies of entrepreneurial strategy beyond
the developed world context, with the notable exceptions of Javalgi & Todd (2011) and Bhaumik &
Selarka (2012) in the very different emerging economy context of India. As an emerging economy,
UAE exhibits institutional voids that may inhibit business behaviour; limited access to finance and
insurance products relative to other countries are examples of this. In addition, business structures
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throughout the Middle East can vary from that experienced elsewhere. While both local nationals
and in-migrants may own firms, an in-migrant can only do so in a strict co-ownership arrangement
with a national. In a context like UAE, where up to 90 per cent of the population is expatriate
in the Emirates of Abu Dhabi and Dubai (Worldpopulationreview, 2017), this creates a business
environment very different to other regions in that by far the most common business structure is
that of Emirati-expatriate co-ownership. This diverges from the sovereign ownership structure of
SMEs found elsewhere - that which underpins conceptualisations of the independent entrepreneur
(Hessels et al., 2008) - and in turn, the experience and expression of entrepreneurship in firms in
this context may vary from that found elsewhere. This paper therefore explores entrepreneurship
in SMEs in Abu Dhabi in the UAE.
The paper refers specifically to the conceptualization of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO). EO
provides a robust and validated theoretical framework within which to investigate entrepreneurship
as a strategic orientation in SMEs. First introduced by Miller (1983), theorizing about EO has been
developed, particularly in the work of Covin & Slevin (1989) and Lumpkin & Dess (1996). EO
theory incorporates five core dimensions: risk-taking, proactiveness, innovativeness, competitive
aggressiveness and autonomy. The extent to which an organization exhibits these has been found
to have beneficial consequences for performance (Pett & Wolff, 2016; Rauch et al., 2009; Wales
et al., 2013). By exploring EO in SMEs in Abu Dhabi, this paper thus seeks to contribute to two
main agendas. First, it seeks to explore how entrepreneurship is enacted in firms in the specific
structural environment of UAE with a view to contributing knowledge to the policy agenda of
economic diversification and development. The second contribution the research reported in this
paper seeks to make is to develop knowledge on EO and afford some advancement of it as a theory
and practice in an alternative business environment.
The next section provides a review of the literature on the core elements of the EO concept and
firm performance framework. Following that, we describe the unique UAE economic context and the
Abu Dhabi business environment. The methodology and models we use to explore EO are described
in the next section. In particular we use ordinary least square (OLS) and generalized method
of moments (GMM) techniques, to investigate the significance of EO dimensions in determining
Abu Dhabi firm performance. The EO dimensions are represented by proxies and an econometric
analysis of their relationship with performance on a large sample of firms is presented. The final
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sections present the empirical results and discussion of these in terms of theory and policy, and the
paper concludes with recommendations for further research.

2. The EO construct
There has been a long running debate in the academic literature regarding the role of EO
in corporate strategy processes and entrepreneurial decisions (Covin & Slevin, 1991; Miles et al.,
1978; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2005). One strand of the literature has
investigated the management implications of a constructed EO measurement.
Miller (1983) hypothesised EO to comprise innovation, risk taking and proactivity. Lumpkin
& Dess (1996) added competitive agressiveness and autonomy to these. Jointly, the five subdimensions reflect the extent to which a firm is considered entrepreneurial and they have been
combined to create a higher order indicator of firm level entrepreneurship (Covin & Lumpkin,
2011; Covin & Wales, 2012). Some studies have found that the different components covary with
each other, with some finding high correlations between them (e.g. Covin & Slevin, 1989) and
others reporting lower correlations (Ferreira et al., 2011). This suggests a relationship between the
dimensions, perhaps even a codependence. Elsewhere, some studies suggest that the EO dimensions
may vary independently (Mason & Gos, 2014; Pett & Wolff, 2016). EO is then constructed as
the sum of scores across the separate dimensions or as a weighted linear combination. From
a management perspective, this would imply that companies can make up for a lower score on
proactiveness, for example, by being more innovative. However constituted, there is substantial
evidence that EO is associated with performance (Covin & Lumpkin, 2011; Dess & Lumpkin,
2005a,b; Dimitratos et al., 2004; Rauch et al., 2009; Saeed et al., 2014). Similarly, Rauch et al.
(2009) and Saeed et al. (2014) in their meta-analyses, provide clear evidence that regardless of
firm specifics and national context, firm performance benefits from an entrepreneurial strategic
orientation. The main argument underlying this observation is that firms that adopt an EO are
more likely to be able to detect and pursue new business opportunities and thus achieve higher
performance levels. The EO construct and relationship to performance is illustrated in Figure 1.
However, the literature contains conflicting outcomes too. For example, George et al. (2001)
and Smart & Conant (1994) find an insignificant relationship between EO and performance. Rauch
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et al. (2009) argue that any positive relationship between EO and performance does not hold homogeneously for all contexts, rather, there are likely to be moderators that will determine how EO
affects performance. These results convey an important message that the link between EO and
performance may encompass more than a simple direct relationship (Rosenbusch et al., 2013), and
that other external and internal variables mediate it (Mason & Gos, 2014). This resonates with
the literature on entrepreneurship as contextually and socio-environmentally bound (Fayolle et al.,
2016; Gartner, 2004). To investigate this from an EO-specific perspective, there is a vast literature
exploring many potential moderators, including dynamics of the environment, munificence, complexity, and various organizational factors (e.g. Lisboa et al., 2011; Mason et al., 2015; Wang, 2008;
Zehir et al., 2015). Cumulatively, these empirical studies support the idea that the EO-performance
relationship is influenced by context and as a consequence entrepreneurial strategizing in firms must
be studied in context. Within all this literature, however, there are very few EO-based studies beyond the developed economy context, and none to our knowledge, in the Middle East, the context
of the research reported in this paper. The following section provides some background information
on the specific context of this study, the UAE.

2.1

The UAE Business context and EO
According to the international investment and intelligence organisations Morgan Stanley Cap-

ital International (MSCI, 2017) and Standard and Poor Dow Jones (SPDJ, 2017), the UAE is
an emerging economy. While classification criteria vary, broadly speaking this suggests a market
orientation with some infrastructure and regulatory framework, but also some institutional voids.
Emerging economies are usually less innovation-oriented than developed economies since there is
less tradition and knowledge in capital-rich technology sectors (Bhaumik & Selarka, 2012). Consequently, economic development tends to be bricolage-based rather than underpinned by knowledgeled innovation (Schillo, 2011). The UAE is somewhat unique amongst emerging economies though
in that it is wealthy (Elhage, 2005), rank the UAE in the top ten richest in the world) and has
aspiration to develop innovative capacity (Government.ae, 2017). Despite these though, emerging economies present for investors substantial risk as a consequence of the newness and potential
volatility within the policy, regulatory and financial infrastructures, and these conditions still prevail in UAE. Nevertheless, returns can be high since goods and services reach new, previously
5
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Figure 1: Entrepreneurial Orientation and firm performance
untapped customers as the consumer and business markets emerge and develop.
A further issue, specific to the UAE environment, concerns business structure. Economic policy
in UAE has focused on attracting knowledge and investment from in-migrants to augment that of
indigenous populations. Like other countries in the region, the model for this has been strictly
employment or business co-ownership, the latter requiring that any expatriate business activity in
UAE most often must be in collaboration with a national of an Arabian Gulf state who must own
at least 51 per cent. While there are some ‘freezones’ in which expatriates may trade independently,
the numbers and industries of firms are limited and tightly controlled. Consequently, by far the most
common business structure is co-ownership by an Emirati and expatriate on a 51:49 shareholding
basis. Meanwhile, native Emiratis often own and co-own several businesses, and indeed, some own
businesses alongside well-paid jobs (often in the public sector). Expatriates, on the other hand,
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are usually granted a visa to reside in the UAE on the basis that they are economically active and
solvent. Loss of either of these can lead to loss of compliance with these visa and residency rules.
From an EO perspective, it seems reasonable to expect that the unique structural and organisational conditions in UAE might have an effect on the capacity for and expression of EO in
SMEs. Bricolage, in the form of managerial drive and the ability to identify, select, import and
apply knowledge to fit local conditions, is implied by emerging economy context. But in the UAE
innovation is also encouraged, at least in policy rhetoric, and so it is not clear if the EO dimension
innovation is important for firms in practice. In addition, risk-taking may be affected by the external structural conditions and the unique ownership structures in UAE. Business structures clearly
affect the EO dimension of autonomy; expatriates are required to be minority shareholders, and
majority shareholding Emiratis tend to have various incomes, rendering a firm part of a portfolio.
The implied lack of autonomy of individual owners might act to discourage risk and from there,
competitive aggressiveness and proactiveness may be uniquely affected. The following sections
explore further each of the EO dimensions in the UAE context.

2.2

Hypotheses development
EO theory is predicated on the following five hypotheses:
H1. Innovativeness will correlate positively with performance
H2. Risk-taking will correlate positively with performance
H3. Proactiveness will correlate positively with performance
H4. Competitive aggressiveness will correlate positively with performance
H5. Autonomy will correlate positively with performance
Each of these hypotheses is discussed in the Abu Dhabi context in turn below.

2.2.1

Innovativeness

Innovativeness refers in a broad sense to a firm’s willingness to support new ideas, novelty,
experimentation, and creativity in introducing new products and services, or in developing new
technological processes (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Minniti & Lévesque, 2010; Schillo, 2011). The
traditional explanation for the positive relationship between firm level innovation and performance
rests on the argument that innovation when first introduced to the market faces limited direct
7

competition and, as a result, allows firms to enjoy relatively high profits. Over time, these high
profits are likely to erode due to imitation and competition, but firms that continue to innovate
may be able to achieve high profitability for a sustained period (Sharma & Lacey, 2004). There is
empirical support for this. Geroski et al. (1993) for example, found that the number of innovations
achieved by 721 UK manufacturing firms had a positive effect on profits. Roberts (1999) found
similar effects in the USA pharmaceutical industry. Calantone et al. (2002) and Gunday et al.
(2011) provide similar empirical support.
While innovativeness thus is clearly a critical dimension of entrepreneurship in developed markets, it may be less so for firms in emerging economies though. Acemoglu et al. (2006) propose
that it is significant efficiency gains that develop SMEs in emerging economies, not operations on
the technological frontier. This is consistent with Abu Dhabi statistics; Zehir et al. (2015) in their
survey of UAE SMEs found no firms in technology sectors. Accordingly, entrepreneurial identification of opportunities in the SME sector in Abu Dhabi may come not from globally new, created
knowledge (i.e., from innovation), but from bricolage and from providing goods and services that
have been already standardized and applied in developed markets. On this basis and as seen in
Figure 2, we might expect a divergence from established EO wisdom, expressed via the hypothesis
(H1) that innovativeness will correlate positively with performance. Alternatively, we might expect
the opposite.

2.2.2

Risk-taking

Risk-taking is a key characteristic associated with entrepreneurship; entrepreneurship involves
risk-taking activities in return for rewards (Gebreegziabher & Tadesse, 2014; Jalali et al., 2014;
Segal et al., 2005). This is often attributed at an individual level; entrepreneurs engage in risk
(McClelland, 1967). While this can refer to the risk individuals take by working for themselves
rather than being employed (Zahra & Covin, 1995), risk has also been widely applied to companies,
whereby risk-taking orientation has been related to the likelihood of seizing beneficial deals and, in
general, is positively associated with financial success (Frese et al., 2002; Schillo, 2011). According
to Miller & Friesen (1978, p. 923), risk-taking is “the degree to which managers are willing to
make large and risky resource commitments, that is, those which have a reasonable chance of
costly failures.” The impact of risk-taking on firm performance has been little studied, however.
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Most empirical studies have examined the impact of risk perception on a single, predefined decision
(Forlani & Mullins, 2000; Norton & Moore, 2006), but not on firm performance. Where it has been
studied in terms of performance, results are broadly negative. For example, Naldi et al. (2007)
found that in family businesses a higher propensity to take risk decreases performance. Similarly,
Tang & Tang (2007) found negative effects of risk on performance. Beyond these, and in a nonwestern context, Thapa (2015) investigated the role of risk-taking propensity on performance in
Nepal and found no effect.
In emerging economies in particular, deficiencies in capital markets and absence of efficient
institutions that reduce transactions costs (Khanna & Yafeh, 2007), may lead to potentially high
entrepreneurial gains, but the downside risks are high as well because a firm may be less able
to draw on formal external finance in response to temporary shocks to cash flow resulting from
following risky strategies. Notably, such downside risks are relatively higher than those associated
with developed market economies because of the absence of well-functioning insurance markets and
associated financial products (Forlani & Mullins, 2000).
For the specific Abu Dhabi context of this study, we argue further limiting factors for risk
emerge. First, the regulatory infrastructure for business is incomplete and unserviced debt and
bankruptcy are treated as criminal offences. In turn this has further effect on the availability of
financial and insurance products. Second, the ownership structure of firms may not be conducive
to risk-taking. For Emirati owners, since a firm is part of a portfolio, risk in one can be mitigated by performance in another. Rather than acting to hedge risk, the portfolio might even act
to discourage risk; where conditions are stable - even lucrative - there may be little interest in
pursuing risky strategies for an Emirati owner, especially where penalties for failure are severe.
This is likely to have an effect on risk-taking for expatriates too, and compounding this, since their
visas are contingent on business sustainability, while risk-based activities may seem attractive in
terms of potential gain, the penalties may be too severe, with livelihood and residency threatened.
Braunerhjelm et al. (2010, p. 110) note, “to engage in entrepreneurial activities the individual’s
expected net payoff...must be larger than the [otherwise] expected net payoff”. This being the case,
from both perspectives, Emirati and expatriate, risk might be avoided since it may be considered
either relatively unnecessary or too dangerous if business is already providing stable returns. Thus,
it seems likely that risk-taking will be limited in Abu Dhabi, and thus unlikely to be consistent
9

Expectation for Current Study

Hypotheses Testing
H1: Innovativeness will correlate positively with performance.

No correlation

H2(+)
H2: Risk-taking will correlate positively with performance.

No correlation

H3: Proactiveness will correlate positively with performance.

No correlation

H4: Competitive aggressiveness will correlate positively with
performance.

Positive correlation

H5: Autonomy correlate positively with performance.

Positive correlation

Firm
Performance

Figure 2: Expectation for Current Study
with the EO hypothesis (H2) that risk taking will correlate positively with performance.

2.2.3

Proactiveness

Proactiveness describes business actions that anticipate future opportunities, both in terms
of products or technologies and in terms of markets and consumer demand (Schillo, 2011; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2005). This is at the centre of economic perspectives of entrepreneurship; the
entrepreneur identifies opportunities in the marketplace and proactively pursues them (Lumpkin
& Dess, 1996). The links between proactiveness and innovation and risk are clear (Jalali et al.,
2014; Okpara, 2009). In fact,Venkatraman(1989) defines proactiveness as taking initiative and a
forward-looking perspective in the pursuit of new business opportunities characterized by the introduction of new products, services and brands through anticipating future demands, participating
in markets and shaping the environment. Proactiveness refers to firms that have the will to lead an
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industry, even if they are not always the first to enter the market and in so doing perform better
than their rivals. Empirically, proactiveness has been found to enhance performance in terms of
employee growth and profitability (Craig et al., 2014; Zahra & Covin, 1995). These studies refer to developed economies though, where markets are mature and customers expect product and
service development. In those circumstances innovation and its itinerant catering for and shaping
the changing needs and expectations of customers drives economic growth. This is not the case
in emerging economies if bricolage is the main agent of development though. Instead, local firms
may be more likely to tend to follow innovations and trends to service local markets, rather than
lead these. This prompts the argument that contrary to that found in western developed nations,
experience in Abu Dhabi may well diverge from the EO hypothesis (H3) that proactiveness will
correlate positively with performance.

2.2.4

Competitive aggressiveness

Competitive aggressiveness refers to firm’s responsiveness to directly and intensely challenge
its rivals to achieve entry or improve position in the market. According to Stuart & Abetti (1990)
and Cooper et al. (1986) competitive aggressiveness also reflects a willingness to compete using
unconventional methods, such as analyzing and targeting competitors’ weaknesses and engaging in
activities or adopting unconventional tactics to challenge their competitors.
Overall, the relationship between competitive aggressiveness and firm performance is debatable. While some studies have found a positive relationship between it and firm performance, others
have not (Bhaumik & Selarka, 2012; Casillas & Moreno, 2010; Hughes & Morgan, 2007; Schillo,
2011). Abu Dhabi businesses are likely to be in the same position as any in terms of their stance on
competitiveness. Therefore, we expect consistency with the EO hypothesis (H4) that competitive
aggressiveness will correlate positively with performance.

2.2.5

Autonomy

Autonomy refers to the ability of individuals or teams to develop ideas and carry them through
to completion (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Autonomy allows individuals in firms to be creative and
develop business activities and to own responsibility for success and failure. A firm’s capacity to
enable this amongst employees has been positively correlated with business performance (Awang
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et al., 2009). In SMEs it also relates directly to the individual(s) who have founded and own
the firm - the entrepreneur(s). According to Mintzberg & Waters (1985), entrepreneurs undertake
decisive and risky actions, thus entrepreneurial autonomy is related to freedom of business owners
and independent decision making (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Schillo, 2011).
Many studies have found autonomy to be positively related to business performance (e.g.
Coulthard, 2007; Madsen, 2007; Tajudin et al., 2014). Zahra (2008) asserts further though that the
environment can impact on the propensity and effects of autonomy. For this study, the effect of Abu
Dhabi business structures may be particularly interesting. First, a UAE national may have several
co-owners in a portfolio group. This portfolio might act to inhibit independence and autonomy
as actions and subsequent performance in one firm in the group may affect or be mitigated by
actions and performance in another. In addition, we envisage that an expatriate SME owner does
not exhibit the independence characteristic of entrepreneurs elsewhere. In fact, the ownership
relationship for some might more accurately be described as one in which an Emirati national
sponsors the expatriate. We suggest that in the UAE context there will be little autonomy as
understood in the normative, western sense. However, as in developed economies, business strategy
and actions will still be most effective if entrepreneurs and any employees they have are able to
own their decisions, act independently, and exercise autonomy. We argue thus that, regardless of
context, autonomy is a central feature of entrepreneurship, and as such we expect consistency with
the EO hypothesis (H5) that autonomy will correlate positively with performance.

2.2.6

Summary

Collectively, our expectations regarding EO in Abu Dhabi SMEs are illustrated in Figure 2.
The following section describes the methods employed to test the five EO dimension hypotheses
with a sample of Abu Dhabi SMEs.

3. Methodology and models
Our sample consists of 174 SMEs in UAE. All firms were outside of the ‘freezone’, so all firms
had the standard UAE structure of being wholly Emirati owned or co-owned with an expatriate.
The data comes in a form of unbalanced panel spread over the 2014-2015 time period resulting
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in 348 firm-year observations. The firms were sourced from the government business support
agency Khalifa Fund for Enterprise Development (KFED), and financial information and ownership
and industry affiliation data was obtained from the comprehensive database OSIRIS, containing
information on over 38,000 listed companies and online reports.
We investigated the EO dimensions and their relationship with firm performance by representing that performance as net profit:

Net Profit Margin =

Net Income
Net Sales

The regression model employed in our study has the following functional form:
Z h
i
PERit =
IN OV i, t, RT i, t, P ROi, t, COM P i, t, AU T i, t, SIZi, t, AGi, t

(1)

where PER, INOV, RT, PRO, COMP, AUT, SIZ, AG denote firm performance, innovation, risktaking, proactiveness, competitive aggressiveness, autonomy, firm size, and age respectively. For
each element of EO we used proxies. These proxies were selected on the basis that they have been
used for the same purposes in previous studies of EO and so allow for homogeneity of explanation
of the dimensions themselves, affording comparison. The dimensions, proxies with explanatory
rationales, and supporting references are given in Table 1.

INSERT Table 1 here

For control variables, we used firm age and firm size. In terms of firm size, we apply the SME
definition used by COAD (2016) and O’Brien et al. (2007) as seen in Table 2.

INSERT Table 2 here

According to the above-mentioned definition, the number of SMEs used in our study is shown
in Table 3.
13

INSERT Table 3 here

Analysis was conducted using the regression technique Ordinary Least Square (OLS). However, OLS is only appropriate if no individual firm or time-specific effects exist. Consequently, to
control for heterogeneity and multi-colinearity across firms, we employed also the econometric technique Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). GMM is a robust estimator dealing with variables
consisting of errors, multi-colinearity and also endogeneity problems (Hayes & Cai, 2007; Sherif &
Hussnain, 2017). GMM mitigates any potential skew by unobserved effects of unobserved individual and time-specific factors on dependent variables, and in this research provides an alternative
technique with which to support our OLS calculations.

4. Empirical Findings
4.1

Descriptive statistics
Table 4 provides the mean and standard deviation of the dependent and independent vari-

ables and also the correlation between different variables. It shows that performance has a high
standard deviation, at 39.03 of the mean, suggesting that the data sample contains a variety of
firm performance. The highest significant positive correlation is between autonomy and performance reflecting the ability of leaders and employees to develop ideas and operationalise them to
improve firm performance. There is also a significant negative correlation between performance
and proactiveness.

INSERT Table 4 here

Table 5 shows the empirical findings of the OLS regression. Again, performance is negatively
related to proactiveness (PRO) with a coefficient of –0.1886. In addition, a significant relationship
between autonomy and performance (0.4968) is again observed. Firm size is also positively and
significantly related to performance (β = 0.1933).
14

INSERT Table 5 here

Regarding the question of evaluating the EO and performance estimations using GMM, related
results are reported in Table 6. Notably, many of the results correspond with those from the OLS
pooled regression above; proactiveness is inversely related to firm performance, and again, autonomy
and performance correlate.

INSERT Table 6 here

4.2

Hypotheses tests
In detail, and as summarized in Table 7, the findings of the first EO hypothesis (H1), that

innovativeness will correlate positively with performance, is not supported as the analysis shows
an insignificant relationship. H2 concerns the effects of risk taking. Our results suggest that risk
taking is not an important aspect of Abu Dhabi SMEs performance. Risk does correlate with proactiveness but that correlates significantly negatively with performance, as per H3. The results show
a significant negative impact of proactiveness on Abu Dhabi SMEs’ performance, i.e. performance
is reduced by proactiveness. H4 is associated with the effects of competitive aggressiveness on Abu
Dhabi SMEs firm performance. Our results show an insignificant relationship between competitive
aggressiveness and performance; there is neither a positive nor negative effect. Finally, H5 concerns
the relationship between autonomy and performance. The results support this relationship, implying that there is a positive and significant impact of autonomy on Abu Dhabi SMEs’ performance.

INSERT Table 7 here
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4.3

Discussion
The research reported in this paper sought to explore EO in SMEs in Abu Dhabi with the

purpose of contributing some information on the expression and effects of EO in a Middle Eastern
economy context. Framed by the literature on the five dimensions of EO, which are theorized and
empirically reported as important in terms of firm performance and competitiveness, the study was
cognizant that most previous EO research has been based on firms in developed western economies.
As such, we speculated that EO would be affected by context - by the emerging market environment
and by the specific business structures in UAE.
Unlike that theorized by EO, most of the EO dimensions do not correlate with performance
amongst this sample of Abu Dhabi SMEs. First, results suggest that the dimension innovativeness
does not seem to correlate in the Abu Dhabi context. Gains in performance do not appear to
come from innovation implied by high knowledge:employee ratios. We propose this reflects the
emergent status of the UAE economy, whereby bricolage underpins economic development rather
than innovation. That said, break-out in terms of innovation can happen at any time - that is
the nature of entrepreneurship - but the unique infrastructure in Abu Dhabi seems unlikely to be
conducive to that. The link between innovativeness and proactiveness may have some explanatory
power here. The data in this study suggests that contrary to a positive effect, or even a benign effect,
the relationship between proactiveness and performance is significantly negative. Thus, it appears
that even where innovation may happen, the process of getting it to market will be precarious. The
conditions of risk in Abu Dhabi seem a likely contributor to this.
The data shows a correlation between proactiveness and risk, but a negative relationship with
performance. It appears, therefore, that where risk is taken the results for a firm are financially
diminishing rather than productive. The reasons for this are unknown. We have theorized that
severe penalties and gaps in the financial infrastructure might deter risk (and therefore proactiveness), but it seems also to be the case that where risk is taken, there is a negative effect on the
fortunes of a firm.
Competitive aggressiveness showed no correlation with performance, further suggesting that
performance is not enhanced by pushing products and services ahead of competitors. Again this
suggests that either the market is not yet ready, or that structural conditions are not able to support
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these activities so that they benefit firms.
Of the EO dimensions, only autonomy showed a positive correlation with performance, and the
correlation was consistent and strong. We speculated that autonomy is hard to achieve in the unique
business structure context of UAE for business owners, and by extension, for their employees. The
data shows though that where autonomy is enabled in a firm, a strong contribution to performance
may result. Ongoing sustainability and even business growth seem to be facilitated by autonomy,
even if riskier activities are avoided.
We infer that results from this study evidence that autonomy is a critical element of EO.
Without autonomy the decision and actions required for entrepreneurship cannot happen. In the
co-ownership context of Abu Dhabi firms, there is clear evidence that autonomy can and is achieved
and where this is the case entrepreneurship is enabled. The key dimension of innovation is also
evidenced in this study as important. While we see no link between innovation and performance
in this sample of firms, we do see that innovation is linked to proactiveness and risk-taking; a firm
must be proactive to generate innovation and the introduction of innovative products, services or
processes to market will require risk. Where proactiveness and risk are stymied, the knock-on effect
is to stifle innovation. While this may result in a neutral effect in terms of competition between
firms locally, at a national level, the competitiveness of the diversified UAE economy is likely to be
affected by the lack of opportunity to innovate.

4.3.1

Implications for policy and practice

From a policy and practice perspective, the environment in Abu Dhabi seems to be such
that the effects of EO hypothesized and evidenced by research in western developed nations seem
unlikely. We suggest various policy potentials are implied.
First, businesses in Abu Dhabi might be best supported by structures that allow for autonomous decision making. While co-ownership between expatriates and Emiratis are clearly
evidenced in this study as capable of affording autonomy amongst individual owners and staff,
expansion of ‘freezones’ is likely to have further impact too, as is wider consideration of the means
by which independent businesses are created, owned and developed so as to encourage and enable autonomy widely. There is a rationale that suggests greater autonomy will encourage greater
risk-taking, so development of the formal finance sector and regulatory environment are further
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areas of potential interest to policy-makers seeking to encourage entrepreneurship in the Emirate,
and in time these may underpin other entrepreneurial endeavors such as innovation. A diverse
business environment, involving participation from an international community, local and external
knowledge, and the ability to take risks and decisions independently are all necessary for the competitiveness of firms. Policy makers may consider maintaining a dynamic international business
environment therefore, but allow both in-migrants and Emiratis alike to develop autonomous and
entrepreneurially oriented strategies without fear of excessively punitive outcomes, and a finance
and insurance sector that can support risk. While it is inherent in risk that some will go awry,
without the capacity for risk-taking, an economy cannot support the potential for business wins.
From a policy perspective this seems to merit further investigation, as to develop at firm level, and
indeed, ultimately to contribute at economic level, the dimensions of EO may need better support,
and this requires that the experiences of them in Abu Dhabi need to be better understood.

4.3.2

Theoretical contribution

From the perspective of developing EO theorizing, the research reported makes two specific
contributions. First, while previous studies of EO have explained growth and competitiveness
amongst firms in developed economies, the research here suggests that in emerging market contexts
EO may be nuanced. We attribute this to the effects of the environment, and as such, we find
support for Fayolle et al. (2016) and Gartner (2004), that entrepreneurship varies contextually;
and for Mason & Gos (2014) and Rauch et al. (2009) that the environment has a critical effect
on the ability to enact, and the expression of, the EO dimensions. In this study of Abu Dhabi,
emerging economy conditions, strict regulatory environment, business structures and demographics
are all implicated as having a critical effect on the ability of a firm to be entrepreneurial.
The second contribution this research makes is that it responds to the call that studies should
explore contexts that mediate or moderate the EO-performance relationship (Wales et al., 2013).
Our study suggests that the EO dimensions are not independent of each-other or the business
context. While not disputing the notion in the literature that the EO-dimensions have different
roles (Dai et al., 2014; Lomberg et al., 2016; Wales, 2016), we propose that this lack of independence
of the EO dimensions extends beyond covariation, as per Covin & Slevin (1989) and Ferreira et al.
(2011). In Abu Dhabi the ability to be risk-taking, for example, is compromised, but where risk
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is taken, there is no effect on performance. We assert this direct causal relationship does not
reveal the underlying limitation though. Instead, the correlation between risk and proactivness,
and the significantly negative effect of proactiveness on performance suggests that proactiveness
is dependent on risk-taking ability. In fact, it may be described as a risk itself. Similarly with
regards to autonomy, it is hard to see how any strategic decisions (relating to risk, proactiveness,
innovation or competitiveness) can be taken or enacted without autonomy, at least for business
owners as the entrepreneurial agents in most SMEs. Indeed, we argue that owner autonomy may
be rationalised as a capstone dimension on which the others rely. Consequently, we contend that
contrary to the argument that a lack of one dimension may be mitigated by another, as per Mason
et al. (2015) and Pett & Wolff (2016), we propose that lack of one dimension may actually have a
cascade effect on the ability to enact or the expression of another.

5. Conclusion
The value of this study lies in its exposure of the extent to which the various EO dimensions
are correlated, or not, with performance in the specific circumstances of Abu Dhabi. At a local
level, the study contributes to knowledge to support aspiration to improve performance amongst
SMEs in Abu Dhabi. It thereby offers insights to local policymakers interested in developing
entrepreneurship and EO in SMEs.
From a broader perspective, the research provides new evidence on the theory and practice
of EO as expressed in the context of an emerging Middle Eastern economy. As such, it responds
to calls such as Fayolle et al. (2016) to explore entrepreneurship in contexts, and Berglund et al.
(2016) to widen our investigations of it so as to broaden our understanding this internationally
nuanced set of phenomena.
The study reported here has some limitations. Critically, while the data shows some dimensions
of EO are associated with performance in Abu Dhabi and other are not, it cannot explain why this
is the case. Indeed, this study cannot explain the reasons for any of the results emerging. Further
research is required for this. We speculate that emerging economy status and business structures are
implied as contributory factors that are inhibiting EO, but only qualitative follow-up investigation
will determine the mechanisms behind the results in this study.
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While this study goes a long way in terms of filling gaps in the existing literature on EO in
SMEs in a Middle Eastern state, it opens up numerous avenues for further research. There is
immediate potential to increase the population of firms and include larger firms and firms in other
countries. In addition, it would be interesting to see how EO may change over time based on
political and economic changes. Finally, the facilitating functions of some of the EO dimensions
should not be neglected and should be incorporated in future studies. Examples might include the
effects and utility of human resource management functions on employee (and owner) ability to
take risks and exercise autonomy; or studies of any limiting effect on risk-taking of the legislative
environment. Studies like these will provide a clearer picture in regard to how EO might best be
developed in SMEs in Abu Dhabi and similar Middle Eastern contexts.
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Table 1: Elements of Entrepreneurial Orientation
EO Dimension
Innovativeness
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Proxy
References
Total revenues over the number
(1)Miller and Breton(2011);
of employees: eg., the greater
(2) Bhaumik and Selarka (2012)
the disparity between (high) revenue
and (low) employee numbers, the greater
the impact of knowledge per employee,
suggesting innovative capacity.
Risk taking
Average volatility of cash flows
Stein, et al.(2001);
over net income: eg., a close relationship
(1); (2)
between high volatility and high income is
suggestive of advantage
by risk-taking.
Proactiveness
Percentage of earnings retained
Miller (1983);
by a firm: earnings reserved
Kaplan and Zingales (1997)
for the purpose of further investment, thus
Morck, et al (2005)
affording the opportunity
(1);(2)
to be proactive
Competitive Aggressiveness
Price Cost Margin:
OECD (2002);
the lower the difference between price
Krauss, et al. (2005)
to customer and cost to firm of supply
Anderson and Eshima (2013)
the more aggressively competitive a firm.
Autonomy
Total revenues over total costs:
DeVaro (2006);
implying investment in personnel,
Schillo (2011)
including owners.

Table 2: Definition of Micro, Small-and Medium-sized Enterprises

Type of company TRADING MANUFACTURING SERVICES
Micro

≤9

≤ 20

≤ 20

Small

≤ 35

≤ 100

≤ 100

Medium

≤ 75

≤ 250

≤ 250

Table 3: SMEs sample

Total

Micro

Small

Medium

Total

114

41

19

174

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlation Matrix
stats
mean
sd
min
max
skewness
kurtosis
PER
AUT
COMP
RT
PRO
INVO
SIZ
AG

PER
-3.486
39.03
-468.41
0.8397
-11.85
141.7
1.0000
0.0679***
0.0041
-0.6869
-0.9999**
0.4755
0.4026*
0.0069

AUT
0.1886
0.2599
0.00053
1.875
3.335
17.431

COMP
0.01485
0.39006
-3.4317
1.931
-4.393
49.209

RT
5.0689
11.188
0.0011
96.62
5.983
45.044

PRO
17.379
184.47
0.0377
2215.07
11.86
141.83

INOV
5.0171
0.5040
2.224
6.497
-1.148
8.944

SIZ
6.0192
0.68181
2.826
7.892
-0.5152
5.699

AG
2.138
1.521
1.00
8.00
1.687
5.361

1.000
0.1562
-0.1219
-0.0637
0.1197
-0.3510
-0.2369

1.0000
-0.0870
-0.0027
-0.1795
-0.2724
0.0918

1.0000
0.6871
-0.3138
-0.1448
0.0698

1.0000
-0.4754
-0.4028
-0.0057

1.0000
0.6922
-0.0073

1.0000
0.2232

1.0000

Note: *Statistically significant at the 0.10 level
**Statistically significant at the 0.05 level
***Statistically significant at the 0.01 level.
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Table 5: OLS Pooled Regression

Variable
Constant
AUT
COMP
PRO
RT
INOV
SIZ
AG
Adjusted R-squared

Coef.
-0.8481
(0.7441)
0.4968***
(0.0958)
0.1267
(0.1399)
-0.1886***
(0.0141)
0.0003
(0.0065)
0.0379
(0.0616)
0.1933*
(0.1505)
0.0511
(0.0429)
0.627

Note: *Statistically significant at the 0.10 level
**Statistically significant at the 0.05 level
***Statistically significant at the 0.01 level.
Table 6: GMM Estimations

Variable
Constant

Coef.
-0.4201
(1.611)
0.9733***
(0.3064)
0.0964
(0.0837)
-0.2114***
(0.0006)
-0.0002
(0.0062)
-0.2611
(0.1666)
0.2734
(0.1947)
0.0411
(0.0329)
6.22598
[0.1085]

AUT
COMP
PRO
RT
INOV
SIZ
AG
Hansen’s χ2
P value
Note: *Statistically significant at the 0.10 level
**Statistically significant at the 0.05 level
***Statistically significant at the 0.01 level.
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Table 7: Summary of Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis

Description

Supported

H1

Innovativeness will correlate positively with performance.

No correlation

H2

Risk-taking will correlate positively with performance.

No correlation

H3

Proactiveness will correlate positively with performance.

No, negative correlation

H4

Competitive aggressiveness will correlate positively with performance.

Inconclusive

H5

Autonomy correlate positively with performance.

Yes
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